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Jews, Culture, and Viennese Modernism

Elana Shapira

Abstract

Design spielte und spielt eine entscheidende Rolle für das soziale Leben und Umfeld der 

Juden in Wien in der Vergangenheit und Gegenwart. Mit der Analyse von Design aus ver-

schiedenen Blickwinkeln und seiner Kontextualisierung befassen sich die Autorinnen und 

Autoren in ihren Beiträgen: Welche Rolle spielte Design für die Positionierung der sich 

wandelnden jüdischen Identitäten in der Wiener Moderne? Die Diskussionen legen nahe, 

dass die Wahl der Architekten und Mäzene, mit denen sie zusammengearbeitet haben sowie 

ihre aktive Beteiligung am Aufbau und der Gestaltung einer neuen Kultursprache in Wien 

das Zugehörigkeitsgefühl von Wiener Juden definiert hat. Die übergreifende These ist, dass 

die kulturellen Identitäten „Wienerisch“ und „Jüdisch“ nicht als homogene Konstrukte zu 

verstehen sind und entlang der historischen Bedingungen, politischen Agenden und der 

handelnden Personen neugestaltet werden können. Die teils in Vergessenheit geratene tra-

ditionelle jüdische Kultursprache und das sich florierend entwickelnde moderne Wienerisch 

stehen in wechselseitiger Beziehung zueinander. Dieser Ansatz ermöglicht die Rekonstruk-

tion des bis in die Gegenwart erstaunlichen Phänomens, dass aufkeimender Antisemitis-

mus das Zugehörigkeitsgefühl der in diesem Buch besprochenen jüdischen Protagonisten zu 

„ihrem Wien“ nicht wie zu erwarten verringerte, sondern sie vielmehr ermunterte, Wiener 

Kultur- und Designsprachen neu zu erfinden. 

Making Vienna Their Home

How can design contribute to an understanding of Jews’ relationship to their social being 
and surroundings in Vienna, past and present? Did design help them clarify their  pos-
ition in the world, and how did it strengthen their sense of belonging to Vienna?1 In The 
World of Yesterday (Die Welt von Gestern, 1943), Austrian author Stefan Zweig claimed 
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that it was the process of acculturation and learning to appreciate Viennese art that made 
Jews feel worthy of calling Vienna (their) home.2 In contrast, this edited volume argues 
that it was their choices regarding which architects and patrons to collaborate with as well 
as their active co-production in building, designing, and shaping a new Viennese cultural 
language that actually defined the Viennese Jews’ sense of belonging. And while Zweig 
argued that “becoming a Viennese” and “remaining a Jew” were not mutually exclusive in 
a city whose genius he identified as championing the “dissolving of contrasts” into a dis-
tinct Austrian “Viennese,” this volume suggests otherwise.3 The overarching thesis here is 
that the cultural identities “Viennese” and “Jewish” were not homogenous constructs and 
therefore could only be newly reconfigured according to the changing historical condi-
tions, political agendas, and personalities. Even if one claims that the traditional Jewish 
cultural language was in the process of being forgotten and that the modern Viennese lan-
guage was in the process of being invented, the two continuously informed and fertilized 
one another in perpetual inner and outer debates regarding their particular elements. This 
thesis further explains why the rise of antisemitism did not necessarily undermine this 
book’s Jewish protagonists’ sense of belonging but rather encouraged them to reinvent the 
Viennese cultural and design languages that would allow them to thrive in the city.

The ideological and material elements that constructed a new Jewish Viennese cul-
tural language were negotiated in the process of their making. Integral to this modern 
language, and still relevant today, was the historical image of the travelling or frontier-
crossing Jew, which, in contrast to the antisemitic notion of the cursed “wandering Jew,” 
was perceived as a source of enrichment of experience and knowledge.4 These positive 
reorientations largely defined Jews’ co-production of Viennese modernism.

The Design Dialogue book presents a comprehensive exploration of the decisive role of 
Jewish patrons, professionals, architects, designers, and authors in shaping modern Vien-
nese architecture, design, and material culture. It considers how these figures created new 
cultural languages, identifications, and networks, engaged in social debates, and contrib-
uted to the cultural renewal of Vienna. It asks how design concepts and practices helped 
shape new experiences of “place” and “tradition” (or anti-tradition) and projections for 
future generations. Within these analyses, this work invariably examines how Viennese 
cultural figures confronted the threats posed by antisemitic rhetoric and economic and 
political crises before and after Jews received equal rights in 1867. 

Can we say that the new design languages posed by Jewish participants had a hand 
in securing integration? Did they offer aesthetic and ethic platforms for shared experi-
ences between Jews and Christians? How did they, alternately, represent Jewish cultural 
difference, and how was this contrasted to the bohemian and intellectual networks they 
belonged to? The German studies scholar Edward Timms argues in his book Karl Kraus, 
Apocalyptic Satirist. Culture and Catastrophe in Habsburg Vienna (1986) that the great 
strength of the Viennese avant-garde lay in its internal organization, listing dominant 
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 personalities who surrounded themselves with adepts such as Otto Wagner’s school of 
modernist architects or Theodor Herzl’s Zionist followers.5 Timms claims that these cir-
cles “tended to be esoteric and intensely inward-looking. […]. They formed tiny élites 
within the cultural élite, all the more distinctive for the predominance of Jewish intellec-
tuals among them.”6 He continues by adding that these circles succeeded in contributing 
to the progress of culture because they intersected: different professionals were members 
of two or more different circles, ensuring not only a rapid circulation of ideas but further 
cross-fertilization between different disciplines.7 The chapters in this book offer new per-
spectives on Viennese creative circles, reconsidering their elitist identification and broad-
ening the discussion on their role in shaping Viennese modernism by examining also 
lesser-known cultural networks that revolved around specifically Jewish identities. 

The historians, curators, and architects who present their cutting-edge research in this 
book carefully reconstruct intercultural exchanges between Jews and gentiles, examine 
Jewish identifications, and sensitively explore the negative and positive images of “Jewish-
ness” as presented in public media and further negotiated within cultural networks. Each 
of the 23 chapters reveals a different aspect—and transformation—of Jewish culture in 
Vienna from 1800 to 1938, critically rejecting the problematic projection of “the Jews” as 
a fixed and monolithic, stereotypical ‘Other.’ These critical and thought-provoking discus-
sions contribute to our understanding of Viennese modernism and its relevance to today’s 
global cultures.8

The varied research methods applied in the chapters include art and architectural his-
torical analyses with regard to style and iconography: they also include interdisciplinary 
cultural, literary, gender, and Jewish studies analyses that examine how social construc-
tions of appropriate roles for Jews and gentiles, and men and women, were challenged 
through new aesthetics. 

Critical to these examinations is biographical research on the protagonists, with rel-
evant research on their cultural and familial networks and social class. Similarly, attention 
to how their dynamics of personal growth and career development were exemplified in 
these particular contexts is important. To contextualize this book’s assessment of the re-
orientation of a Jewish identity in Vienna and to better understand how Jewish Viennese 
cultural language was continually “in negotiation,” it is helpful to trace how Jewish pres-
ence was felt, “seen,” and “unseen,” in the city.

Historical Perspectives: Jews, Architecture, and Design in Vienna

Vienna’s Jews received equal rights under the Imperial State Constitutional Law of De-
cember  21, 1867. But the narrative of Jewish integration into Viennese society begins 
earlier, with the rise of the Court Jews in Europe.9 Prior to the 1867 law, Jews could settle 
in the cities with special permission, their residences part of a silent agreement with the 
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Emperor rather than a public affair within the public discourse.10 The discretion of this 
agreement was challenged for the first time in the early nineteenth century by promin-
ent Jewish families such as Arnstein and Biedermann in the Biedermeier salons, hosted 
by Jewish patronesses of music, art, and further in literary clubs in which Jewish busi-
nessmen and authors took active part. Among these, the most celebrated was the hostess 
Franziska (Fanny) von Arnstein. It is possible to trace back an emergence of a public and 
prominent Jewish visual culture within Vienna to the social interactions that took place 
in these Biedermeier salons, for example that the idea of building the first Ashkenazi 
synagogue in Vienna (1826) was promoted here.11 The façade of this City Temple had to 
be, according to the building regulations at the time for non-Catholic sacral houses, in-
conspicuous and needed to blend with the environment as a residential building.12 None-
theless, searching for a fashionable “look” for their synagogue, the leaders of the Jewish 
community chose a famous Viennese architect, Josef Kornhäusel, to design it. In April 
1826, a contemporary review of the Temple in the Wiener Modezeitung (Viennese Fashion 
Journal) described the Biedermeier interior as a “sacral theater” and concluded with the 
author complimenting the tasteful design of the new Temple, the style of which vied with 
any other house at this time.13

In this first half of the nineteenth century, the revolution of 1848 also framed how Jew-
ish presence and culture would be felt and seen in Vienna. Members of the Jewish com-
munity fought for the revolution and a liberal Austria, hoping that, despite anti-Jewish 
outbursts and defamation propaganda leaflets, their opposition to a reactionary political 
system would grant them emancipation. Their hopes were fulfilled (though only for a 
short time): The constitution of April 1848 guaranteed full freedom of religion and con-
science for all state citizens.14 For the first time, Jews were allowed to move freely within 
the borders of the state and could purchase land. Stemming from this, the rabbi Adolf 
Jellinek claimed in Der Orient that Jews in the monarchy represented the “Deutschtum” 
(German culture) in their language, culture, and education, and also argued for a Jewish 
religious practice that would have a more modern and aesthetic appearance to improve 
the position of the Jews in the Empire.15 Despite the fact that the constitution was can-
celled by the young Kaiser soon after (December 1851), Jewish patrons and designers 
continued promoting an integrationist agenda within Viennese society.

The subsequent erection of the second Ashkenazi synagogue, the Leopoldstadt Temple 
in Vienna’s second district, would mark a turning point for Jews in Vienna. With its more 
conspicuous Moorish decorated façade, it expressed a proud visual self-representation 
that would turn the presence of Jews in Vienna into a Viennese public affair. Moreover, 
the opening of the Temple received positive coverage in the liberal Viennese papers. 
Within a few years, after receiving permission to purchase land and build houses in the 
city (1860), the bankers who helped finance the Temple were constructing new rental-
apartment palaces in the city center, now in a specifically Italian neo-Renaissance style.16 
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These Jewish patrons’ grand Historicist rental-apartment palaces and their continued 
 financial support for cultural institutions around the Ringstraße promoted the city as the 
capital of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy while situating Jewish identity within the city’s 
visual culture.17

Equally important to the development of a Jewish imprint on architecture and design 
were the diverse backgrounds of Jewish immigrants who arrived in Vienna in three waves 
after 1867.18 The first migrants entered mostly from the Czech area and were followed by 
Jews from Hungary. In the two decades before World War I, the impoverished Galician 
Jews arrived in Vienna. Prominent cultural producers (clients, architects, designers) be-
longing to these immigrant groups would alter Viennese culture. A critical aspect of the 
public debate that ensued was prejudice against “Ostjuden” (Eastern Jews) among both 
gentiles and Western European Jews, undermining the newcomers as either repulsive 
“uncultured” and/or exotic “authentic” Jews.19 The continual migration of Jewish popula-
tions to Vienna made it the locus of the third biggest Jewish community in Europe by 1910 
and, at the beginning of World War I, the 200,000 Jews in the city made up about 10% of 
its overall population.20 How and where these immigrant Jewish populations lived would 
visually mark the Jewish cultural presence in Vienna alongside the residential, business, 
and synagogue constructions.21 Most Jewish migrants came to Vienna in hopes of a bet-
ter life, searching for apartments in specifically Jewish districts and the inner city. Some 
were attracted to more middle class Viennese districts. Yet the large numbers of Jews 
seeking out other Jews were not necessarily a symptom of the “Ghettosyndrom.”22 Rather, 
it was a kind of socialization process aimed at preserving shared identification—similar 
to the driving force behind the formation of cultural networks that would shape Vien-
nese modernism.23 The difference between the Galician concentrations in Leopoldstadt 
neighborhoods and the social networking of the wealthier, acculturated Jews is that even 
though the latter preserved a Jewish cultural network, they were openly and eagerly com-
ing to terms culturally with the non-Jewish majority.24 Regarding Jewish social mobility, 
impoverished Jewish migrants who arrived in the city expected that they themselves and 
their children would fare better and climb the social ladder—and many did. They entered 
academe, for example, and ‘visualized’ their Jewish identifications in new ways within the 
Viennese public sphere.

The stock market collapse of 1873 had a catastrophic impact on various businesses 
and industries, however, and a large sector of society turned against liberalism and joined 
antisemitic movements. The antisemitic movement in politics was felt especially in places 
that had enabled the social climbing of Jews such as the university, though it also targeted 
Jews more broadly as the core group of liberalism—even though Jews and gentiles suf-
fered equally from the crisis.25 In 1881, anti-liberal and anti-Jewish forces united in the 
Cabinet of the Count Taaffe, and in 1885 the head of the all-German party, Georg Ritter 
von Schönerer, made the removal of Jewish influence from all areas of public life one of his 
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central political aims.  Despite the strong antisemitic messages, Jewish patrons alongside 
cultural producers continued to actively shape their place in and belonging to Vienna in 
a continuous co-production of Vienna’s cultural and commercial scenes. Moreover, Jew-
ish mentors secured integration into the larger cultural context through encouragement 
of their students’ artistic talents and development of necessary qualifications that would 
enable them to pursue successful career paths. The professional success of the talented art 
embroiderer and educator Emilie Bach and that of the champion of neo-Baroque style, 
the architect and teacher Carl König, represent the contributions of Jewish personalities 
as educators as well as creators of Viennese design in the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth century.26 

In 1897, German nationalist and antisemite Karl Lueger became city mayor and held 
this position until his death in 1910. It is at this same time that the public debates regard-
ing Herzl’s new Zionist movement begin.27 And yet this divisive period was defining for 
Viennese modernism and for Jewish presence in Vienna’s aesthetic transformation. Lue-
ger’s antisemitic rhetoric in his political campaigns and speeches was well-received not 
only by the lower classes but also by the intellectuals and middle classes—i.e., former sup-
porters of the liberals. As suggested above, Jewish patrons’ and architects’ co-production 
of Viennese aesthetic language resulted in the cultural transformation of the Viennese 
landscape in a manner that would present all-inclusive places for Jews and Christians, and 
later, in the interwar period, also for Jewish and Christian working class.28 In 1897, the 
architects and designers who co-founded the Vienna Secession art association rejected 
the Historicist style of the Ringstraße buildings. A younger generation of Jewish clients 
hired and supported leading modernist architects such as the Secessionists Otto Wagner, 
Joseph Maria Olbrich and Josef Hoffmann and their adversary Adolf Loos. The Secession 
House (1898) and the Michaelerplatz Building/ Goldman & Salatsch House (1909-1912) 
are two visually prominent examples of these collaborations. Both the steel tycoon Karl 
Wittgenstein, who financed two thirds of the Secession House, and the well-to-do bour-
geois Leopold Goldman, son of a self-made man, and client of the Michaelerplatz Build-
ing, helped renew the city as a modern cultural center for art and fashion (though they 
differed greatly in character and in their approaches to social ethics).29 Nor did the role 
of Jewish women diminish in the period surrounding the political upheaval of the early 
twentieth century, with figures like the journalist Berta Zuckerkandl and the reform edu-
cator Eugenie Schwarzwald further contributing to how Jewish cultural presence would 
be felt within a broader Viennese intercultural exchange despite antisemitism. Both Vien-
na-born Zuckerkandl and Galicia-born Schwarzwald, whose backgrounds and careers 
were also different, shared social engagements and operated powerful cultural networks 
in their private salons, encouraging discussions and debates that would be integral to the 
formation of Viennese modernism.30 Both “spoke out” by publishing critical witness ac-
counts of Viennese cultural happenings and, in the case of Schwarzwald and her success-
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ful students, we also witness an ambition to project onto the city’s future progressive plans 
for women’s equality and their active participation in society.31

The collapse of the monarchy and the trauma of World War I introduced a new na-
tionalistic Austrian reality which forced Jewish patrons and architects to reposition them-
selves in relation to current affairs, i.e. in the face of vehement antisemitic propaganda 
surrounding the loss of the war, housing shortages, and hostility against the thousands of 
Jewish refugees arriving in the city (mostly traditional Jews from Galicia and Bukovina).32 
In the interwar period, we find a continuation of the trend set by the bourgeois Jewish cli-
ents of Hoffmann and Loos, in which Jewish authors and businessmen promoted a public 
and progressive agenda. This modernization push occurred not only at the center but also 
in the city’s outer districts, with prominent clients preferring Jewish architects. They left 
their visual mark on the outskirts of Vienna in classic modern and still-canonical villas.33 
In addition, we further see critical engagement on the part of architects and designers in 
their contributions to socialist projects such as social housing and settlements and the 
shaping of avant-gardist design and architectural models.34 

After the civil war and the takeover of the Austro-fascist dictatorship in early 1934, 
creative co-operations resulted in fewer canonical architectural structures and designs.35 
Jewish authors and designers further promoted a critical modernist agenda also as a strat-
egy against national chauvinism.36 In March 1938, following the Anschluss (annexation of 
Austria by Nazi Germany) the systematic and brutal persecution of Jews began, including 
the stripping of Jews’ professional licenses and possessions, and put an end also to these 
design dialogues.

Questions arise regarding this historical review: In what ways did the new design con-
tribute to new Viennese cultural languages while also relating to an “old” Jewish one that 
provided communal memory, intellectual heritage, and shared customs and practices? 
Did the participants in the modernist and socialist projects curate a new Jewish visual 
culture, architecture, or design specifically? How thought-out was their sense of a Jew-
ish visual stamp in relation to social welfare and to what extent did this impact Viennese 
cultural production more broadly?

Jewish Viennese Design in Vienna and Beyond

Since the examination of the essence would show that it is the Jewish spirit that builds the 
new forms here. 
Free from any atavism—therefore livelier. Not presumptuous—therefore purer.37

The following brief excursion is a preliminary attempt to address different aspects of the 
above questions, yet they remain open to interpretation for readers of this anthology. 
Critical to Jewish participation in shaping a Viennese design aesthetic was the reconcilia-
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tion of the conflict between Jewish religious and ethical ideals and the reclamation of a 
Jewish Hellenistic heritage to be incorporated into a new Viennese cultural language.38 In 
1878, in an essay published on the front page of the liberal newspaper Neue Freie Presse 
titled “Hellenists and Jews,” the Austrian Jewish literature scholar Marcus Landau con-
cluded his historical review of the cultural and ideological conflict between Jews and 
Greeks with the following observation: “The Jews don’t feel as immigrants in Europe any-
more and have already adapted a lot of Greek culture.”39 Almost twenty years later, scholar 
Theodor Gomperz confirmed the reclamation of Jewish-Hellenistic tradition in his article 
against Zionism, arguing that this Hellenistic heritage was chosen as a shared cultural 
platform with liberal Christian neighbors to encourage mutual respect.40 By 1878, there 
were already four prominent synagogues in Vienna built in different styles albeit with 
a distinct contemporary aesthetic: Josef Kornhäusel’s Stadt Temple (1826); Ludwig För-
ster’s Leopoldstadt Temple (1858); Carl König’s Turner Temple (1872); and Joh. Schäffer’s 
Florisdorf Synagogue (1876–1877). These synagogues constructed new and progressive 
modern Jewish identities through physical integration within the Viennese landscape, 
inscribing Jewish symbols onto fashionable Historicist artistic languages.41

Ultimately, for the growing acculturated Jewish population in Vienna leading up to the 
twentieth century, many questions regarding what Jewish lifestyle should entail and what 
everyday customs should look like became urgent and can be considered as parallel, if not 
critical, to the process of modernizing Vienna’s aesthetic language.42 If, on the one hand, 
the previous paragraphs outline how Jewish presence in Vienna’s visual culture was seen 
and experienced as a result of historical events and uncontrollable circumstances, another 
way to consider how Jewish identification was expressed in Vienna at the time is to look 
at the way Jewish material culture, art, and liturgical objects were specifically handled and 
presented, such as in the controlled settings of museum exhibits, design publications, or 
private collections.

In 1893, the Gesellschaft für Sammlung und Conservirung von Kunst und historischen 
Denkmälern des Judenthums (Society for the Collection and Preservation of Artistic and 
Historical Monuments of Judaism) was founded by prominent public personalities such 
as the architect Wilhelm Stiassny and the court actor Adolf von Sonnenthal.43 In 1895, the 
first Jewish Museum in Europe was opened in Vienna with free admission. Reacting to the 
absence of representation of Jewish material culture and art in other Viennese museums, 
the Jewish founders of the museum, among them the two prominent architects Stiassny 
(president) and Max Fleischer (registrar), declared their mission: to research Jewish fine 
and applied arts, to purchase reproductions, works, models, and Judaica of value as well 
as literary, musical, and scientific works created or authored by Jews and to present them 
as an organized whole to the public. Furthermore, they aimed to present them as a shared 
platform for all acculturated and educated Jews and Christians. It was important for the 
founders to show that, despite thousands of years of suffering and persecution, Jews had 
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preserved their unique way of thinking and feeling, had been successful in all fields, and 
had made efforts to contribute to culture and civilization.44 This formulation was integral  
to the acculturated Jews’ search for an “authentic” Jewish visualization sourced in Eastern 
Europe, and indeed the museum focused on assembling and exhibiting a Galician collec-
tion parallel to the Viennese and Palestinian collections (the latter to be exhibited as part 
of the Zionist rooms in the 1920s). 

At the very beginning, in an attempt to reconstruct an “authentic” Jewish lifestyle for 
traditional and secular Viennese Jews, the founders invited two artists, Isidor Kaufmann 
and David Kohn, to recreate a “Shabbat Room” in a Jewish home of the ghetto period.45 
This “Shabbat Room” (“Gute Stube” is the salon) was filled with books, large and small 
furniture, and the everyday décor and ritual objects as were to be found in a middle class 
Eastern European Jewish household.46 Curator and art historian Felicitas Heimann- Jelinek 
critically noted that it was constructed of 122 single objects purchased by Kaufmann 
(questions regarding the items’ original owners and legal complications regarding their 
exhibition were not brought into consideration). It was the only reconstructed “Jewish 
room” and was the museum’s largest attraction during its debut. Even after the museum 
moved to larger halls in Malzgasse in Vienna’s second district in 1912 and after other con-
structed rooms were added, such as the “Wiener Room,” which exhibited objects and por-
traits of prominent personalities of the Jewish community in Vienna, Kaufmann’s “Gute 
Stube” continued to be the biggest attraction in the museum, fascinating the majority of 
visitors.47 The museum’s ideological and creative principle was dialectic between the East-
ern European “Gute Stube” and the acculturated Viennese salon, between Viennese Jews 
and the Austro-Hungarian and European Jewish communities. Furthermore, with exhib-
its representing Jewish lifestyle(s) across geographical and cultural borders, the museum 
bridged the hopes and desires of assimilated Viennese as much as Zionists. The “Society 
for the Collection and Preservation of Artistic and Historical Monuments of Judaism” saw 
its initiative as an Austro-Hungarian, European, and global cultural project: Not only did 
leading Jewish communities in the Austro-Hungarian Empire and their members finan-
cially support the society and museum, there were prominent corresponding members 
from England, France, and Russia. How many of the Viennese patrons and architects 
discussed in this Design Dialogue anthology besides the architects Wilhelm Stiassny and 
Max Fleischer took part in the search for an authentic Jewish lifestyle? How many were 
inspired by the anthropological quests and scholarly discourses regarding “Jewish art” 
to create alternative contemporary Jewish lifestyles in Vienna? The brothers Albert and 
Nathaniel Rothschild became founding members of the Jewish Museum in 1897. Many 
prominent bankers, industrialists, rabbis, doctors of medicine, salesmen, and teachers  
were among its supporters. The patrons included protagonists of the Ringstraße culture 
such as Leopold Lieben, Viennese university professors such as Theodor Gomperz, pa-
trons of Loos such as the banker Leopold Langer, and Wiener Werkstätte patrons, such 
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as the textile industrialist, and uncle of the prominent Wiener Werkstätte financier Fritz 
Waerndorfer, Isidor Mautner.48 Prominent Jewish women such as Clotilde Benedikt, Rosa 
Gomperz and Adele von Mises supported the museum as donors.49 

The answer to the question is therefore that several leading patrons and architects took 
active part in these endeavors of reclaiming Jewish heritage and searching for authentic 
Jewish lifestyle; nevertheless, a subsequent question arises as to how Jewish sensibility 
or aesthetic manifested in the Jewish cultural projects in the city and to what extent this 
is perceptible within Viennese Modernism. Several protagonists positioned themselves 
both within this Jewish revival cultural network and the Viennese modernist networks. 
Carl König’s student, architect Oskar Marmorek, ideologically supported his friend Herzl, 
the father of Zionism, for example; his involvement with the Zionist movement in its early 
years makes him a critical protagonist of a Jewish Renaissance. Yet, most designers and 
architects, including Marmorek, preferred to continue operating within Viennese mod-
ernist networks. 

The prominent art and design historian Max Eisler emphasized the symbolic and liter-
ary “poorness” of Jewish art and material culture in his booklet on “Jewish Art” (1910).50 
His observations should be contextualized in relation to his promotion of Historicist as 
well as modern Viennese art and design from his positioning as a proud Jew and a Vien-
nese avant-gardist. He published on eminent artists and designers such as Gustav Klimt, 
Egon Schiele, Josef Hoffmann, and Dagobert Peche.51 Yet, his Jewish self-awareness was 
integrated in his avant-gardist perspective.52 In 1926, Eisler published an essay titled 
“Vom neuen Geist der jüdischen Baukunst: Einleitung” (About the New Spirit of Jewish 
Architecture: Introduction) in the journal Menorah, including the quote above in which 
he praises the design of Oskar Strnad’s school—which included Josef Frank and Oskar 
Wlach.53 Eisler questioned the identification of “Moorish” and “Oriental” as representing 
something Jewish and instead promoted the ideal of contemporary modern architecture 
within which Jewish identity could also be present.54 It is Eisler’s suggestion that Strnad’s, 
Frank’s, and Wlach’s Viennese modernist structures and pluralist designs are mature ex-
amples of Jewish self-awareness in Viennese architecture that this book Design Dialogue 
parses.

Possibly following fruitful Jewish intercultural dialogues and the Jewish Museum’s dia-
lectical promotion of both Vienna and Palestine, at the height of his career in 1928, the 
architect Josef Frank accepted an invitation from two Zionists in Palestine; the architect 
B. Chaiken and engineer Marcus Reiner asked him to head the jury for the competition to 
design the Zionist headquarters in Jerusalem’s Rechavia neighborhood.55 Frank’s appeal 
to the Zionists as a leading modernist European architect was not surprising since they 
had already approached modernists such as Oskar Kaufmann, Erich Mendelsohn, and 
gentile Adolf Loos in the past, asking them to contribute to Zionist building projects in 
Palestine. Frank accepted the invitation and spent most of July 1928 in Palestine closely 
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studying buildings and drawings before reaching a decision together with his colleagues.56 
During this time, the national Hebrew poet Chaim Nachman Bialik asked Frank in a 
public forum about the possible formation of a Palestinian (read Jewish) style. Frank an-
swered that the style in Palestine, like in any other place, should be international, since the 
modern international architectural style (dependent on material and contemporary hous-
ing standards) was linked to the oriental style of the past.57 During his stay, Frank praised 
the modernist direction in architecture in the Jewish urban and rural areas in Palestine 
and emphasized that the Jews in Palestine should follow the modernist path since there 
was no Jewish tradition in architecture. His statements were reviewed in Jewish news-
papers in Palestine and Vienna. He further expressed his ideas about building in Palestine 
in a lecture, in interviews, and in an essay titled “Palästinensische Baufragen,” (Palestin-
ian Building Issues) in Die Neue Welt in September 1928.58 A few years earlier, architect 
Richard Neutra, a student of modernist Adolf Loos, had written an unpublished text titled 
“Jews and Architecture.” Neutra had made similar statements to Frank’s possibly in con-
nection with submitting a joint design for a competition with German architect Erich 
Mendelsohn for a business center in Haifa (February, 1923); a few months later, after emi-
grating to the US, Neutra submitted to the international Zionist committee in New York 
a design for a library for the Hebrew University in Jerusalem (November, 1923).59 Neutra 
claimed that in the realm of architecture Jews were fortunately lacking any tradition at all. 
He recommended that Jews forget past architectural traditions associated with historical 
periods in which they were persecuted. Praising Jews’ capability for cultural renewal and 
their strength to transform the environment they live in, Neutra encouraged the Jews in 
Palestine to create modern and forward-looking architecture:

Copying Moorish or Turkish or Romanesque or Greek architecture is after all: borrowing 
from epigons [sic!] and comparative newcomers. The Jewish race as a civilized complex, as an 
instrument of culture, is older than any one of those civilizations from which for instance the 
synagogue builder of today is so much inclined to borrow. There is no need, no use, not even 
a faintly justified possibility to indulge in romantic survivals of all those – mostly gruesome 
periods which the Jews have through the ages spent in cosmopolitan dispersal, in persecution 
and contempt.
To acquire honor, prestige and cultural value, their buildings will have to be conceived in a 
spirit, that looks forward into a dawning era free from provincial pettiness and given a planet-
ary harmonization of human affairs.60

Less than a decade later, Neutra’s modernist architecture in Los Angeles was represented 
in the famous International Exhibition at the Modern Art Museum in New York in 1932. 
Frank’s perspective of his involvement in the Zionist project could be further regarded as 
a (European-) global repositioning concerning the aims of architecture. Three weeks after 
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completing his assignment, he wrote to Swiss architect Siegfried Giedion that he would 
promote the CIAM’s idea (Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne, founded that 
year) among architects in the Czech Republic, Poland, and Palestine.61 After being at-
tacked by colleagues (led by Josef Hoffmann’s antisemitic attack on Frank, accusing him 
of being “un-Austrian”), Frank emigrated to Sweden in 1933, contributing to the fash-
ioning of a classic Swedish style.62

Returning to the earlier question regarding whether there were curated or thought-out 
positions on what Jewish visual culture, architecture, and design was—and if so, what 
impact they had on Viennese cultural production— it is clear that there were multiple 
dialogues in Vienna and outside Vienna regarding the positioning of Jews in the city and 
around the globe. It is also clear that amidst the dialogue Jewish architects and patrons 
were enacting there was a Jewish presence at the heart of the modernist cultural pro-
duction that was actively challenging the notions of nationalist, provincial, and ethnic 
“style.” Both Neutra and Frank exemplify in their architecture, design, and theoretical 
publications the central characteristics defining Jewish contributions to Viennese mod-
ernism discussed in the chapters in this anthology. They performed and produced as 
Viennese within broader European and global cultural languages while keeping an eth-
nic consciousness or self-awareness as Jews. They showed solidarity with other Jews or 
positioned themselves critically in relation to other Jews, and established humanist and 
intercultural as well as global schemes for design and education. 

Critical in addressing the subject of Jewish Viennese design is the examination of how 
women clients, designers, and authors devised distinct cultural languages (repositioning 
women at the center of society, working within specific cultural networks, addressing 
Jewish women’s psychological perspectives, and preferring different modes of expressions 
and iconography that can be said to be gendered). There is still a tendency to dismiss 
Jewish identification in the Viennese cultural context due to what appears to be a lack of 
historical critical awareness and methodological tools. There is, for example, the follow-
ing misleading statement from 2016 by the curators of the exhibition “Die bessere Hälfte. 
Jüdische Künstlerinnen bis 1938” (The Better Half. Jewish Women Artists before 1938): 
“Jewishness was not important for most of the female artists from assimilated Jewish fam-
ilies, and some had even lost all contact with these roots.”63 Design Dialogue disputes this 
and reconsiders Jewish participation in the shaping of Viennese modernism by shedding 
further light on the role of prominent Jewish women. The women protagonists discussed 
in this anthology worked to subvert the social limitations and stereotyping of the unedu-
cated and discriminated woman, including the exotic “beautiful” or rejected “ugly” Jew-
ish woman, clearing the way for their and others’ inclusion in Vienna’s, as well as outside 
Vienna’s, cultural production.64 
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Design Dialogue – Historical Narratives,  Cultural Networks, and New Design 

The chapters in this book explore the intricate relationships between buildings, designs, 
written text and people/ networks and how they informed each other in the process of 
fashioning modern identities with concrete Jewish Viennese identifications. The book is 
divided into five sections, each addressing critical aspects of the design dialogue Jews 
engaged in within Viennese society: Narrating Jewish Emancipation; A Jewish Renais-
sance. Feminist Manifestos; Designed and Un-designed Identities; “In Dialogue.” Cultural 
Networks.

The chapters in each section are organized according to chronological development 
and to historical styles such as from Biedermeier to modernism, from historicism to mod-
ernism, and from modernism to the interwar period with its modernist approaches. The 
reason for this arrangement is to encourage readers to see historical continuities between 
the intercultural exchanges, co-productions, and networking in the nineteenth century, in 
the modern pre-World War I era, in the interwar period, as well as in relation to cultural 
dialogues manifesting just before the Anschluss in March 1938. 

Narrating Jewish Emancipation

Jewish patrons and architects positioned themselves at the center of Viennese society and 
claimed their role as cultural producers in several ways. The early cultural producers and 
forefathers of the Jewish emancipation process consciously chose their designers in order 
to fashion themselves as men of taste and science and to make their Jewish religion fash-
ionably and aesthetically visible in public. 

In the first chapter “Ludwig Ritter von Förster und Louis Freiherr von Pereira-Arnstein 
– Zwei Pioniere des Wiener Vormärz,” (Ludwig von Förster and Baron Louis von Pereira-
Arnstein – Two Pioneers of the Viennese Vormärz), Katharina Schoeller addresses the 
fruitful cooperation between the architect Förster and the banker Pereira-Arnstein, both 
prominent figures in Vienna’s artistic and commercial Vormärz (the period between 
the Vienna Congress 1815 and the March revolution in 1848) but with notably different 
socio-cultural backgrounds. Schoeller analyzes Förster’s and Pereira-Arnstein’s distinct 
but interweaving engagements and their shared contributions to Viennese and Austrian 
architecture as part of the dynamic of Biedermeier cultural networks. While no direct 
evidence relates Pereira’s and Förster’s choice to include Moorish elements in the Pereira 
Villa in Lower Austria to Pereira’s Sephardic Jewish background, Moorish elements were 
to be reclaimed as part of a distinct Jewish cultural stylization in Viennese synagogues. 
All Viennese synagogues except for the City Temple were destroyed in the pogrom of 
November 9, 1938 (known as the “Kristallnacht”) and its aftermath. In result, it is dif-
ficult to visualize the city today with the splendid temples and synagogues that adorned 
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almost each Viennese district, and which have since fallen into oblivion. In his chapter, 
“Wiener Synagogen zwischen Ost und West” (Viennese Synagogues between East and 
West), Pierre Genée offers a broader historical overview of the critical role of the erection 
of synagogues and temples in Vienna from the Biedermeier until the interwar period and 
how this fashioned Jewish cultural visibility in the city. Genée introduces the important 
architects of Vienna’s synagogues, some of whom even specialized in synagogue build-
ings, and offers a detailed stylistic analysis of their projects.

The question of what style Jewish patrons should build in became more tangibly rel-
evant after Jews received the right to purchase land and were allowed to obtain architec-
ture diplomas in the 1860s. This change in status directly included the Jewish community 
in public debates as to how Christians should build their houses and what a modern 
“Christian” style or what an “Austrian” style was in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury.65 Angelina Pötschner sheds light on social aspects in her chapter, “In welchem Styl 
sollen wir bauen? Eine Wiener Baufrage für das jüdische Bürgertum der Ringstraßenzeit,” 
(In What Style Should We Build? A Viennese Building Matter for the Jewish Bourgeoisie 
of the Ringstraße Era), looking at the style choices of prominent Jewish patrons such as 
Eduard Todesco, Ignaz Ephrussi, Gustav Epstein, and the brothers Nathaniel and Albert 
Rothschild. Pötschner further examines contemporary media and expert discourse re-
garding chosen architectural styles and the critical reactions to Jewish participation in 
shaping the Ringstraße. Ursula Prokop addresses the question of whether and how pa-
trons sought to integrate Jewish narratives or Jewish symbolism in their private residences 
in her chapter, “Das Palais Goldschmidt am Schottenring. Ein jüdisches Bildprogramm im 
Zusammenspiel von Bauherr und Architekt” (The Palais Goldschmidt on Schottenring. 
A Jewish Iconographic Program in the Interplay between Client and Architect).  Prokop 
examines the fruitful cooperation between the textile industrialist Karl Goldschmidt and 
his architect Wilhelm Stiassny, which resulted in the striking façade of the Goldschmidt 
Palais (Schottenring  25, 1878–1883). Both men were respected and successful in the 
Viennese cultural and economic scenes in the second half of the nineteenth century and 
both shared an active interest in collecting and promoting Jewish art. Stiassny reworked 
an established Baroque formula with his striking series of four atlantes that were Hellen-
istic in style but that represented biblical figures. His specifically Jewish program was a 
remarkable contrast or extrapolation of the Hellenistic trend of majestic caryatides seen 
prominently in the Palais Todesco, Ephrussi, and Epstein.

A Jewish Renaissance. Opening Doors 

Through advancing different design languages and novel education lessons, Jewish de-
signers and architects succeeded not only in establishing themselves as leading partici-
pants in Vienna’s modernizing projects but further opened the doors for others, Jews and 
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gentiles, men and women, to contribute to progressive Viennese cultural production.  In 
this context of cultural renewal the design lessons applied by the father of psychoanalysis, 
Sigmund Freud, are also relevant and critical to the “opening of doors.”

A prominent protagonist in Viennese cultural production, the art embroiderer and 
director of the School of Embroidery, Emilie Bach, emerged from Vienna’s 1873 World 
Exhibition as a respected professional. Bach demonstrated her talent and aesthetic ideol-
ogy in exhibitions and public talks. The chapter “Emilie Bach. Education Reformer, Critic, 
and Art Embroiderer in the Era of Franz Joseph I” by Rebecca Houze discusses the char-
ismatic Bach who moved in the high circles of Viennese imperial, social, intellectual, and 
bureaucratic society and successfully established international professional connections. 
Bach paved the way, specifically, for women yet also for men, such as the acclaimed mod-
ernist gentile architect and cultural critic Loos, to engage a public discourse on decorative 
art and offered a progressive model for the reform of design education. In “The Königs-
schule and Its Legacies,” Christopher Long explores the career of Carl König as a cele-
brated Historicist architect as well as a gifted and progressive teacher. Long presents novel 
conclusions in his comparison of the famous architectural schools of Otto Wagner and 
Carl König. He examines König’s legacy as comprising two parts, first König’s central role 
in the formation of a large group of Jewish modernists who would make important con-
tributions to Vienna’s architectural heritage in the first half of the twentieth century and, 
moreover, who would succeed in offering a constructive view of architectural modernism 
that would determine a specifically Austrian path in this movement. 

According to Markus Kristan in “Oskar Marmorek. ‘Der erste Baumeister der jüdischen 
Renaissance’” (Oskar Marmorek. The First Master Builder of the Jewish Renaissance), 
Marmorek’s buildings were eclectic in style, taking the form of entertainment exhibitions 
such as the renowned “Venice in Vienna” or of residential and commercial buildings such 
as Nestroyhof in Vienna’s second district and Rüdiger-Hof in Vienna’s fifth district. Kristan 
argues, however, that Marmorek’s interculturalism can be seen as an architectural “bridge” 
between national Jewish identification and assimilation into the Viennese environment. 

In this section, the reader is also offered the historical comparison between psycho-
analyst Sigmund Freud and designer Josef Frank, both of whom regarded the therapeutic 
role of colors as evocative forces in design that granted security and supported regenera-
tion.

There were different creative ways in which Jewish bourgeois professionals chose to 
cultivate their public personae. For example, Sigmund Freud—a newcomer to the Vien-
nese academic and cultural scene, yet with close ties to the Jewish patrons of the Ring-
straße—shaped his professional identity in a novel manner. In his chapter “Dreams in 
Color. Sigmund Freud’s Decorative Encounters,” Eric Anderson closely examines Freud’s 
colorful stylization of his studio with his combination of cultural imagery (ancient art 
and historical documentation) and oriental carpets. Anderson reconsiders Freud’s color 
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